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Throughout the world, rockfall simulation models are used in so-called trajectory studies, to 
estimate the hazard posed by rockfall to residential areas and traffic routes (hazard zonation) 
and to design rockfall protective measures. Only a few rockfall simulation models take into 
account the mitigating effect of the existing forest cover. As a result, the rockfall hazard under 
forested slopes is often overestimated and the protective measures that are taken are too 
expensive. Even if forests cannot provide sufficient protection and technical protective 
measures are needed, the existing forest cover often reduces the rockfall energies and rebound 
heights, which would mean that more modest protective constructions would suffice.

Models that do take into account the effect of forest require reliable forest data with 
high spatial resolution, which could be delivered by airborne laser scanning (LiDAR). This 
technique both provides a high resolution digital terrain model (DTM) and it offers new ways 
for describing forest structure in 3D. This study aimed at testing LiDAR data for a rockfall 
hazard assessment in the community of Gaschurn (Montafon region, Austria). We applied a 
combined probabilistic-deterministic 3D rockfall model, called Rockyfor (cf. Dorren et al. 
2006a), to an active rockfall slope and evaluated the rockfall hazard (kinetic energies, jump 
heights and runout zones) with and without the mitigating effect of the existing forest cover.  

The simulation model Rockyfor calculates the velocity of fallings rock during their 
flight through the air with standard algorithms for a uniform accelerated parabolic movement 
through the air. Energy loss during a rebound or bounce on the slope surface is determined by 
the elasticity of the surface material, defined by the so-called normal coefficient of restitution 
(rn) and by the roughness of the slope surface, defined by a tangential coefficient of restitution 
(rt). Rolling is simulated as a sequence of very short movements through the air and rebounds 
on the slope surface. Rockyfor requires no separate parameter such as a rolling resistance. 
Rockyfor assumes that the rt is determined by the composition and size of the material 
covering the surface and the radius of the falling rock itself, since for larger rocks the 
effective surface roughness is lower than for smaller rocks. To provide values for the 
parameters rn and rt, we delineated homogeneous morphological terrain units (polygons) in 
the study site and for each polygon we recorded the mean size of the material covering the 
surface and the soil type (soft surface/loose soil, rn = 0.25-0.3; medium hard/compact soil, rn
= 0.3-0.35; medium hard/scree, rn = 0.35-0.4; hard/bedrock + scree/soil, rn = 0.4-0.45; very 
hard/bedrock, rn = 0.45-0.5). To facilitate the mapping procedure in the field, we used a 
hillshading map of the high resolution DTM provided by LiDAR and digital orthophotos as a 
basis.

Height and locations of individual trees were derived from the LiDAR data using a 
generic automated approach applied to a normalized crown model (nCM) as described by 
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Dorren et al. (2006b). The nCM was generated by subtracting the digital surface model from
the DTM. By using a probabilistic procedure that was based on height-DBH relationships 
established with field measurements in the area, we linked tree heights to tree diameters. As 
such we were able to virtually reproduce the diameter distribution observed in the terrain. 
Final information on the forest stand that is required by the model is the main tree species. 
These were obtained during field inventories. Rockfall source areas were derived from the 
geomorphological field map. From each cell defined as a rockfall source area 100 single 
falling rocks were simulated. The mean radius of these rocks was set 0.5 m, as we observed in 
the field that rocks with a volume of 1m3 endanger the residences below the forested slope. 
The actual simulated rock radius consequently was 0.5 m  10%. The initial velocity of all the 
simulated rocks in horizontal direction (Vx) was 0.1 m/s and its initial velocity in vertical 
direction (Vy) was –0.5 m/s. The DTM provided by LiDAR had a resolution of 1  1m. To 
avoid anomalies in the simulated rockfall trajectories due to interpolation artefacts, we 
resampled the DTM to 2  2m, which is largely sufficient for a detailed terrain representation. 
Moreover, a coarser raster optimises the total calculation time.

The results of the study show that the current protection forest has a significant 
protective role despite the steep slope gradient (Fig. 1). It cannot, however, prevent that some
rocks traverse the forest and reach the valley bottom. Overall, this study shows that LiDAR 
data provides an excellent basis for a time-efficient rockfall hazard assessment with and 
without taking the protective effect of forests into account. In one of the excursions of the 
Interpraevent 2008 congress, organised jointly by the Stand Montafon and Cemagref, this 
study area will be visited and results will be shown and further explained in the field. 

Fig. 1. Left: rockfall simulation in Gaschurn with forest; right: rockfall simulation in
Gaschurn without forest.
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